
Greek Review 2006-07 Class

Here are the results of the questions that you answered.  Thanks for your input.

The thing that most helped me to succeed in Greek was _______________
• Studying Appropriately

• study group, one-on-one time w/ Prof.

• having a Greek study partner

• the Mounce lectures and book

• verb worksheets

• the supplemental Mounce lectures

• having mounce lectures to supplement class

lectures

• doing the memorization

• studying in small groups

• doing the homework-closely reading the text

• working with other people & tutoring

• Towards the end when we did the English

equivalents 

• the packet with verb paradigms that we just started

• my love for it and the teacher I had

• when I did translation

• working with friends

• English to Greek & Greek to English

• the Mounce book

• studying & listening to the lecture

• the Mounce CD

• memorization

• the packet with all the paradigms

• lexicon

• verb charts towards the end of the year

• the Mounce CD

• going over homework slowly in class

• the Mounce book

• memorizing paradigm charts

• Actually writing-out vocab and paradigms

• memorizing

The thing that I found I needed to work on most was __________________
• Grammar

• The concept of verb use

• memorizing all the parts of the verbs

• raw memorization on older material

• verbs

• the parsing from memorization

• parsing

• being disciplined to study for Greek

• grammar parsing recognizing a word’s form

• vocabulary

• translation

• vocab, verb endings

• reviewing and memorizing older chapters

• memorization of how to form the different tenses

• verbs and tenses

• self discipline

• paradigms

• verbs

• taking time to study

• parsing

• memorizing forms

• memorization

• studying

• parsing

• translation techniques

• parsing

• studying for tests

• reviewing

• memorizing paradigms & endings

• parsing

• vocab

• differentiating translations of verbs

The thing I enjoyed about Greek most was _________________
• Learning it for translation

• word studies

• learning it but the breaking the verbs down and

conjugating them was very helpful

• book (!!!)

• feeling elite for owning a Greek Bible

• translating

• appreciating the translation

• having a class set aside to go over homework

• seeing the NT in its original text and being able to

use a lexicon

• discussion that arises from translation - theology &

doctrine

• the entire course (all aspects) was enjoyable

• translation

• the ability it gave me to study the text



• learning to read the “original” bible

• translation

• translation

• learning more about the biblical text

• nouns/having better understanding when reading

commentaries

• the challenge

• class time & working through things

• in class lecture

• nouns

• learning

• learning the possible misinterpretations of our

English text

• being able to translate biblical text

• translation

• nouns

• learning to translate scripture

• when I could translate

• nouns

• All of it

• translating 1 John - the fact I could

The thing that I liked least about Greek was ________________
• Getting behind

• constant confusion

• how long it takes to learn. It seems in one week I

only have time to temporarily memorize and not

deep learn

• late nights cursing because the homework is

ridiculous at times

• verbs

• the tedious grammar

• all the study time (but was expected)

• homework & translation of 1 John could be

overwhelming

• workload

• Need to lecture more in class–use the

blackboard–explain the paradigms in copious

detail–most importantly explain why it happens this

way–As Mounce says Greek is fairly regular if we

appreciate why things happen.

• a lot of translations

• honestly, the amount of information given at once

• the lack of review: after the test I would forget the

information

• parsing

• when I got behind

• memorizing paradigms

• how quickly we moved

• I couldn’t remember how to parse correctly cause

their so much already cramed in my head

• workbook

• verb forms & parsing

• homework

• verbs

• so many verb endings, rules, etc.

• parsing

• verbs and speed

• parsing :-) 

• parsing

• parsing

• I never had enough time to put in the desired effort.

• memorizing verbs

Miscellaneous comments
• do more work breaking down the forms of the words.

• Don’t be afraid to work us hard & expect more from us. We need to be pushed so we can be more motivated to

work.

• Please start learning verbs by memorizing paradigms & repeating them as often as possible. Repetition &

memorization of paradigms is the key to verbs.

• Some longer passages would be nice. (re: workbook)




